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A fully customizable SaaS platform to build modern branded communities

Powered by Apps. Driven by social media best practices.



https://tribe.so
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Toronto, 
Canada

hi@tribe.so
+1.647.503.3003
www.tribe.so

25+
Employees

Founded in 
2017

https://tribe.so/
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Powering the communities 
of innovative industry leaders
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Overview
Tribe is a powerful community platform to build integrated, branded, 
and modern social media-type sites to collect, connect, and engage 

your audiences. 

With Tribe’s cloud-based solution, you can fully customize the 
community, improve the functionality with apps, and rest assured with 

complete ownership of the data generated in the community.
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End-to-end
MaintenanceSecurity

Storage API

Backups

Quality
Assurance

Scalability

As a cloud-based solution, 
Tribe fully manages the 
product lifecycle and 
delivers a robust collection 
social interaction practices.
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A collection of
social media best practices to deliver: 

Better adoption

The social networks have 
changed the way modern 
users connect, converse, and 
share knowledge on the web. 
Social media-type functionality
helps in easier onboarding 
and drastically improves 
adoption.

Better engagement
The popular social networks have 
mastered the art of user 
engagement and retention with 
various tools such as activity 
stream, notifications, gamification 
system, reactions, and more. Tribe 
offers a robust collection of these 
techniques to so community owners 
can deploy the same easily.

Modern design
The modern web users are savvy 
and sophisticated. They have a 
certain expectation when using a 
social platform -- your online 
community must also reflect a 
modern experience similar to social 
media.
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The Tribal approach

Tribe is your 
community partner. 

Manage

Engage

Grow

Launch

Get help in every 
step of building your 
community.
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Tribe advantages
Customizable
platform

Comprehensive
API

Embeddable
widgets

Apps and
integrations
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Community Platform
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Everything you need
to build successful branded communities
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Everything you need
to build successful branded communities
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Everything you need
to build successful branded communities
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API
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Tribe is built with API-first approach

Anything that you can 
visualize on the 
community can be 
accessed via API. 
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Apps
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Modular apps to 
unlock tribal superpowers
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Direct integrations
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Automate your 
workflows in a breeze
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Embeddable widgets
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Social touchpoints 
weaved into 
the audience journey

The embeddable widgets allow you to select 
the valuable components of the community and 
integrate in your product and website.
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A community, fully integrated 
in the entire customer lifecycle

Awareness

Improve brand visibility via 
user-generated content that 

get indexed on search 
engines

Consideration

Showcase social proofs 
with embeddable 

widgets and scout for 
sales-ready prospects

Purchase

Promote self-service via 
community discussions 

and gives access to 
knowledge base inside 

the product with widgets  

Advocacy

Keep the customers 
updated with notification 
tools, collect feedback 

and insights

Post-sales

Tap into the referral 
networks of the 

members and boost 
advocacy with MVP 

programs
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An interface as native for users in Paris or 
Taipei as it is for American users.

Enjoy built-in support for 25+ languages.
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Popular use cases

Customer community Support community Social commerce Membership community

Social intranet Community of Practice Insights community Niche social network
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Case studies 

Germany’s largest marketplace in 
the pet domain with 4M visitors per 
month built a community for animal 
lovers to help each other and 
collect feedback.

DeineTierwelt AppJobs

Learn more about some of our clients building vibrant communities with Tribe 

Revolutionary contact-free 
snoring created a space aimed 
at snorers to build a community 
around their flagship product 
and boost sales.

Smart Nora
With thousands of app-based 
jobs, Appjobs embedded the 
discussion component of the 
community inside different 
categories of the marketplace.
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✓ Improved user engagement and acquisition as 
an integrated community into the marketplace.
✓ Cemented brand leadership in the animal 
care space.

DeineTierwelt Community

DeineTierwelt is the most reputed German platform 
in the pet market with the highest number of 
transactions. The platform is dedicated to connecting 
the pet breeder with people who are looking to 
purchase pets

RESULTS

Tribe helped us quickly launch 
a customized social media-type 
community complete with feeds, 
groups, and different post types to 
improve the user engagement on 
our marketplace.

Product Owner at DeineTierwelt
-Philip Stappen
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✓ By integrating the community in the marketplace AppJobs 
increased member engagement by 8-9% week-over-week.
✓ The retention rate of the marketplace is witnessing consistent 
growth powered by 10% week-over-week community member 
retention.

Product Manager at AppJobs
- Aleksandra Talaga

What I really love about Tribe Platform is 
not just the customizability, but 
the flexibility to co-create and build a 
tailor-made solution on top of Tribe.

RESULTS

AppJobs is the world’s largest marketplace of gig workers 
(one of the fastest-growing job categories) operating in 
over 250 cities across 40 countries. 

AppJobs Community
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We have received great support from the 
Tribe team. The platform itself is very easy 
to use and we appreciate the proactive 
support suggestions we receive for 
improving our community.

Smart Nora Community

✓ In nine months their organic traffic grew five times (500%) 
helped them save thousands of dollars in ads.
✓ In six months, their support emails deflected by 28%.

Co-Founder, Smart Nora

- Behzad Hariri

Smart Nora is the revolutionary contact-free, smart, 
and contact free snoring.

RESULTS
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Let’s talk 
communities!

Connect. Engage. Retain.

BOOK A DEMO

https://www.tribe.so/
https://www.tribe.so/

